INTRODUCTION
It has been shown previously (Mather, 1961 (Mather, , 1963a ) that the frequencies of the inversions found in the tropical Australasian species D. rubida vary extensively over its known range. It has also been shown (Mather, x963b) that at two stations only 20 miles apart sampled at the same time there are significant differences in the frequencies both between the two stations and between sexes within the stations.
The purpose of this paper is to report an investigation of inversion frequencies at various times of the year. The material was analysed by mating males and despermed females from the wild against a standard strain and scoring seven larv from each mating against a photographic map (Mather, 1961) . Salivary chromosomes were prepared by the method given in Strickberger (1962) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS
The results are set out in tables i and 2. It should be noted that when comparisons were made between Oct. (or Aug.) and Feb., Feb. and May and Oct. (or Aug.) and May only certain inversions showed significant differences in frequency. These are indicated.
Particular attention should be drawn to the following results. i. At Bisianumu inversions II RB and II RD in males are at significantly lower frequencies in October and May than in February.
2. At Brown River inversion II RB in males is at a significantly lower frequency in August and May than in February. most obvious component of the environment that varies is rainfall, for whereas February is in the middle of the wet season May and August or October are respectively at the beginning and end of the dry season. On the other hand temperatures are fairly uniform throughout the year. Of the species that have been extensively analysed for inversion poiymorphism the pattern of temporal change would appear to resemble that of the temperate north American species, D. pseudoobscura (Dobzhansky, 1943 (Dobzhansky, , 1947 (Dobzhansky, , 1948 (Dobzhansky, , 1952 Koller, 1939) .
The pattern of variation in the other well-analysed North American species D. robusta appears to vary from population to population. Carson and Stalker (1949) found no cyclic seasonal fluctuation in Missouri but Levitan (1951a, b, c) found such fluctuation in a New Jersey population. In D. rubida the inversion III F differs in behaviour in the populations from Bisianumu and Brown River.
The tropical species of Drosophila so far most analysed is D. willistoni from South America (da Curiha, Burla and Dobzhansky, 195o; Townsend, 1952; da Cunha and Dobzhansky, 1954 ) but here there is no evidence that the inversion frequency variations are seasonal and cyclic. This is not surprising as the regions sampled have a remarkably uniform climate.
Thus D. rubida as regards temporal variation in inversion frequency would appear to resemble D. pseudoobscura and D. robusta more closely than D. willistoni.
